
BUZZCUT Festival 

Application Guidelines 

BUZZCUT are accepting submissions for an in-person, 

live performance Festival taking place in Glasgow from 

30 March – 2 April 2023. 

Please carefully read these guidelines before you submit your application to see if 

the Festival is the right fit for you & your work. 

 

ABOUT BUZZCUT FESTIVAL 

Between 2012 - 2017, //BUZZCUT// ran a pay what you can performance festival 

across the bars, galleries, shops and community centres across Glasgow. Founded 

with no funding, the festival was completely DIY and championed the values of 

grassroots community support, aiming to create a welcoming, friendly place for 

artists making raw and challenging work to experiment, and take genuine risks with 

their practises, and for audiences to encounter new forms and ideas in a supportive 

risk-embracing environment.  

In 2021 at the height of the pandemic we experimented with a one off digital 

performance Festival; featuring 25 artists making fresh, new experiments remotely 

& online. 

The 2023 Festival is an attempt to build a temporary artistic community; for artists at 

all levels of experience to share their work in a supportive space with like-minded 

folk, making longstanding friendships & collaborations 

We see the festival as a resource for artists, and it is adaptable to their particular 

needs. In previous years, artists have used it as an opportunity to: 

 Present one off, unrepeatable actions  

 Explore elements of a new idea or collaboration 

 Adapt an existing work into a new form 

 Present a small-scale finished work that they are keen to share further. 

Our financial and technical resources for the festival are limited. Whilst we try and be 

as supportive and adaptable as possible, if you are applying with a larger scale, 

finished touring work with a large team (more than 3) & lots of tech needs (more 

than 2 hours), then you may be better suited to our monthly Double Thrills 

performance programme which is better equipped to deal with these works.  

https://www.glasgowbuzzcut.co.uk/archive#/buzzcut-2021-1/
https://www.glasgowbuzzcut.co.uk/archive#/buzzcut-2021-1/
https://www.glasgowbuzzcut.co.uk/archive


WHAT WE CAN OFFER 

 Performance fee (£550 for a Solo / £850 for a Duo or Group*) 
We define ‘Duo’ as an equal collaboration of two or more named lead artists. We would not 

be able to offer the higher fee to support technicians, sound or lighting designers, performers, 

producers etc. 

 

 Travel, Accommodation & Per Diems for artists outside of Glasgow 
UK wide travel covered (If you’re flying from abroad, we to contribute up to £150 per person). 

Accommodation is a private room via hotel or Airbnb on approval from the artist. Per diems 

are £25 a day for 3 days max. 

 

 Free Invitation to stay & see all the works in the festival 

The Festival is pay-what-you-can & un-ticketed for all. We cannot guarantee you will 

get into every show; however we will pay an extra night accommodation if you wish 

to see more of the Festival. 

 

 Online gatherings with all the artists in the programme  

These are optional sessions taking place on Zoom before you come to the Festival &  

are an opportunity to get to know each other’s work better. 

 

 Up to 2 hours creative support with 2023 Associate Curators  
Optional sessions with one of the Associate Curators; you will need to fill out a short form to 

identify what you wish to get their support or advice on. 

 

 Technical support for your show (Limited, see venues/tech page for info) 
BUZZCUT is a small scale Festival & best suited for performance works with limited tech 

requirements (less than 2 hours). See the Venues/Tech page for info on the kinds of spaces & 

technical resource we have available. You will have regular contact with our Festival 

Production manager in advance who will help realise your idea. 

 

 Photographic Documentation 

 

 Access support to make your project accessible to a wide range of audiences 

+ resources to support your own access needs 
We strongly encourage applications from Deaf & Disabled artists and encourage flexible 

working  

 

WHAT WE ARE LOOKING FOR 

We are looking for artists working or interested in working in Live Art and 

contemporary performance. We understand these terms are difficult to define but we 

consider it as work which experiments with the possibilities of the live event. We have 

worked with artists whose work draws from theatre, visual art, dance, cabaret, club, 



music & activism, however there is always a commitment to exploring the various 

possibilities of live performance, pushing their aesthetics & forms to previously 

unexplored territory. As a general rule we don’t support bands / musicians / Sound 

or AV artists unless they have a highly unusual live performative element to their 

work. We are also very unlikely to support new writing, plays, poetry, dance-theatre, 

or circus.  

The festival is flexible in the contexts for different styles of performance which can 

include: 

 Studio based performance work  

 Performances for one audience member at a time / small audiences 

 Durational actions over many hours 

 Site responsive / Outdoor performance 

 Contemporary ritual  

 Club performance (we will have an end of festival club-night) 

 Public Intervention 

 Participatory performance  

 Walking performance 

 Digital/Hybrid online works 

To get a better idea of the work we support take a look at our previous Festival and 

Double Thrills programmes. If you’re still unsure whether your work is within our 

remit - feel free to get in touch before the application deadline.  

Associate Curators 

This year we are pleased to be inviting SERAFINE1369 (aka Jamila Johnson Small) & 

FK Alexander as our 2023 Festival Associate Curators. Along with BUZZCUT 

producers Claricia Parinussa & Karl Taylor they will sit on the selection panel for the 

Festival, undertake several creative sessions with the selected Festival artists, and 

curate a specific strand in the Festival.  

 

ELIGABILITY 

 The festival is open to artists at all levels of experience.  

 Artists from Scotland, the UK or abroad are welcome to apply (please note 

non-UK travel reimbursement is limited). Roughly 50% of the programme will 

be reserved for Scotland based artists. 

 We will not accept submissions from those currently in undergraduate or 

undertaking a Masters degree focused around their artistic practise  

https://glasgowbuzzcut.wordpress.com/programme/
https://www.glasgowbuzzcut.co.uk/archive
https://www.basictension.com/
https://www.artsadmin.co.uk/profiles/fk-alexander/


 Deaf and disabled artists are particularly encouraged to apply and we have 

resource available to support your access needs. 

 We particularly welcome artists of colour to apply and will be keen to discuss 

any support structures that could be put in place to best host you & your 

work.  

CRITERIA 

Below are some of the things that we will be looking for in applications 

 Aesthetic & formal relevance to BUZZCUT  

 

 Urgency of enquiry / what you want to say or create space for through your 

performance and why it’s important to you 

 

 Clarity of the idea (painting a picture of what will be happening and why). We 

understand if there’s still slight uncertainty but please be as clear as possible, 

we will find it difficult to select your work if it is overly focused on theory 

without a clear sense of what the performance will / could look & feel like 

 

 Articulate the potential impact on you and your practice - tell us where you 

are at and where you would like to go with your work, and how this 

opportunity will help you do that 

 

 We really want to represent the breadth and diversity of Live Art forms in the 

programme so in the final decision we will seek to reflect this 

 

 Whilst we encourage you to be bold & ambitious with your proposals, a key 

factor will be the achievability of your work at BUZZCUT. If it’s clear your 

proposal is vastly outside of our technical capacities (with a large team and 

extensive technical needs) then it is unlikely we will be able to select it. Please 

see our venue / tech list for more info on what we are able to offer. 

 

 Another factor we will consider will be the avoidance of excess waste material 

generated by your performance work. If there is lots of waste material in your 

work we will ask you to highlight how you plan to source & 

recycle/redistribute it sustainably (we don’t mean for every little aspect of your 

performance, just large amounts of waste material) 

 

HOW TO APPLY (WRITTEN APPLICATIONS) 

/festival-venues


After you have read this full guidance document carefully: 

1. Read the Venues & Tech list to get a better sense of the scale of 

performance project we can support. 

2. Fill out the Application form (Google Docs) 

HOW TO APPLY (VIDEO APPLICATIONS) 

After you have read this full guidance document carefully: 

1. Read the Venues & Tech list to get a better sense of the types & scale 

of performance project we can support. 

2. Click here to see the Video application form. It will tell you the 

questions you need to answer on video. 

3. Upload your video submission to YouTube or Vimeo & include the link 

in the Google Form above. 

ANY QUESTIONS? 

Please drop us an email on buzzcutkarl@gmail.com. Or if any artists prefer to 

speak to a POC producer please email Claricia at buzzcutclaricia@gmail.com. 
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